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“The opening gestures of this work contain all the elements of harmony and melody which form
the textures of the later movements. Movements I and III are relatively darker in color than their
counterparts and the formative gestures of the first miniature recur as a refrain in Miniature IV,
whose more direct harmonies place them in a new context. Miniature II is toccata-like. Miniature
III is an extended development of the material from Miniature I, the opening chord of which forms
the climax point of Miniature III in an extended articulation across the range of the keyboard.
Miniature IV is scherzando in quality and the piece concludes with a witty transformation of the
opening gesture, ending with a wry comment from the piano. Four Miniatures was composed for
the Verdehr Trio.”
─Richard Mills
The world premiere of Four Miniatures was on September 29, 1992 at MacArthur Hall, Flint School
of Performing Arts, Flint, Michigan.
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